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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
Behavior Change Case Study
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About PNNL
4,300 scientists, engineers and 
non-technical staff

80 buildings on main campus

Rock the Watt energy 
conservation campaign 

3-month campaign in FY2015 

Implemented by Sustainability 
Program

14 buildings on main campus 
participated



Lessons Learned from Behavior Change 
Case Studies  
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Know your audience and what drives their behavior

Call for actions that are specific and relevant

Use multiple strategies to educate, enable, and engage 

Use known and trusted sources to deliver 
messages, such as a building-level 
advocate

Measure and share results



Manage behavior change projects like an 
energy conservation measure
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Energy 
conservation

Occupant survey, focus 
groups, observation, 
and sub-metering data

Metering, walk-
throughs, survey,  

interviews 

Short-term project 
or longer-term 

program plan

Specific actions 
defined for targeted 

change agents

Institutional Change and Continuous Improvement Cycle 

Source: Department of Energy, Federal Energy Management Program – Institutional Change 
http://energy.gov/eere/femp/institutional-change-sustainability



Know your audience and the opportunity 
for change
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Gathered input from 
facilities management and 
occupants during office 
building walk-throughs

Developed laboratory 
sustainability assessment 
checklist and evaluated 
representative set of 
labs

PNNL Sustainable Laboratory Assessment Form

Building and Room #: 

Date of Assessment: 

Lab Type (Biological, Chemical, Instrumentation): 

Cognizant Space Manager:

Number of Lab Users:

Typical Hours of Use:

1 Energy

1.3 Cold Storage

Are cold storage materials labeled with clear descriptions of contents, 

ownership, and expiration?
Y N N/A

Are all of the materials currently in cold storage associated with active uses or 

stored because of archiving requirements?
Y N N/A

Are the materials in cold storage arranged to maximize storage capacity? Y N N/A

Are freezers cleaned out, defrosted and maintained (e.g. coils vacuumed) on a 

regular schedule? How often? Who is responsible?
Y N N/A

Do the seals on any refrigerators or freezers need to be replaced? Check the 

seals on your refrigerators and freezers by seeing if they can hold a dollar bill 

without falling out. 

Y N N/A

Is there any opportunity for better waste heat management e.g., by 

consolidating cold storage equipment, creating a hot aisle behind equipment?
Y N N/A

Answer



Call for specific and locally relevant 
actions
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Choose power settings that put 
computers to sleep when away

Install a smart power strip in 
workstations with 3+ peripherals

Enter a service request to fix 
HVAC issues and eliminate
space heaters

Remove personal refrigerators 
and use the shared refrigerators

Turn off lights when not in use or 
when natural or task lighting is 
adequate

Use networked printers and 
remove personal printers

Close the sash on fume hoods

Turn off unused equipment or 
request a timer

“Chill up” ultra-low temperature 
freezers from -80ᵒC to -70ᵒC

Label, inventory, and clean out 
expired samples in cold storage

Choose high efficiency 
refrigerators and freezers when 
purchasing

In Office Spaces In Lab Spaces



Define strategies that educate, enable, 
and engage
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Educate

• Let occupants know what actions to take and why it matters 
(e.g. $ saved, equipment life extended)

Enable

• Removed barriers to action (e.g. limited space in shared 
refrigerators)

• Aligned key institutional stakeholders on messaging (e.g. IT 
support for computer power mgt)

Engage

• Relied primarily on building sustainability champions (BSCs) 
to interface with occupants

• Encouraged personal outreach when possible

• Created a competition across buildings



Rock the Watt 
Project Team

Building 
Sustainability 

Champions (BSC)

Occupants of 14 
Buildings with 

BSCs

Lab-wide communications Occupants of all 
Campus Buildings

Targeted building communications

Use known and trusted sources to deliver 
messages
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BSC correspondence with occupants frequently prompted dialogue

Occupants shared > 50 suggestions with BSCs; many resulted in energy 
savings

5 lab-wide messages reached up to 4,000 people; received one direct 
response

Gave direction 
and outlined 

content

Tailored emails 
and personal 
conversations



Example Communications and Tools
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Date: Building: 
Building Sustainability 

Champion:

Energy-Saving Opportunity
Location (note office)

Comments 
1st floor 2nd floor 

# of space heaters observed (note 
whether or not in use) 

# of workstations with personal printers

# of personal refrigerators observed 

% of computers set to power-saving 

mode

% of offices observed using natural or 

task lighting, instead of overhead lighting 

# of workstations that are good 

candidates for smart power strips (3+ 

peripherals)

Other observed energy saving practices 

(note locations)



Take time to measure and evaluate impact
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“Based on feedback from senior staff and the internet search I 
performed, I found no reason to not make this change.” –PNNL 

scientist who turned up the temp on a freezer
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Impact of 10°C Change in Ultra-Low Temp Freezer Setpoints

@-80C @-70C

$2,140
$1,380

$1,260



Take time to measure and evaluate impact
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Estimated Minimum Impact of Rock the 
Watt Campaign
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200 actions taken in 3 months – many unsolicited

117,000 kWh/year annualized*

Does not account for post-campaign changes

*accounts for reduced cooling loads part of the year



Conclusions about Behavior Change Campaigns
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Plan, implement, and evaluate 
like any energy project 

Know your buildings and 
occupants

Focus on actions that matter 

Use strategies that educate, 
enable and engage

Expect an ROI and evaluate 
impact

Share results to prompt 
further action and convey the 
value of behavior change



Behavior Change Campaigns are One 
Piece of the Institutional Change Puzzle
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Empowerment, e.g. funding for employee-generated 
ideas through “Sustainability Pay$”

Information, e.g. cold storage best management 
practice guidance

Feedback, e.g. metering equipment to show impact

Incentives, e.g. $800 high efficiency freezer utility 
incentive

Leadership, e.g. briefings on sustainability 
performance 

Commitment, e.g. asked R&D lab operations 
managers to commit to taking sustainability actions

Policies and Procedures, e.g. integrating 
sustainability checks into existing safety checks

Communications, e.g. Annual Sustainability Report, newsletter 



Questions?
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Kathleen Judd
Senior Research 
Scientist and Team Lead

BUILDING 
PERFORMANCE TEAM

Kathleen.Judd@pnnl.gov

www.pnnl.gov


